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Formind joins Ilex International partners programme
Formind is consolidating its leading position and strengthening its consulting and integration
activities in identity and access management by becoming a partner of Ilex International.
Ilex International and Formind, both members of Hexatrust and both heavily involved in the
cybersecurity ecosystem, are uniting their skills and know-how to offer their clients high-quality
Identity and Access Management, custom support and cutting-edge expertise.

Why this partnership?
Ilex International supports its clients and prospects with their identity and access management (IAM)
strategies through a full platform and proven expertise. The platform covers all aspects of access
management (ILEX Access Management range) and addresses all issues relating to identity and
authorisation management (ILEX Identity Management range). It deals with Customer IAM, or CIAM
(ILEX CIAM range) to meet our clients’ BtoC challenges. The Ilex International IAM platform offers a
wide-ranging catalogue of easy-to-deploy solutions to meet all needs, from the simplest and most
standard to the most complex and specific.
Formind has been supporting its clients with their IAM projects as well as with devising and
implementing their strategies for many years.
This partnership underlines the complementary skill sets of Ilex International and Formind and enables
them to offer end-to-end services to their clients, be it for single sign-on projects for web or enterprise
applications, identity federations or access management, or strong authentication.
This closer collaboration will offer multiple advantages for the Formind team, enabling them to
enhance their knowledge of Ilex International’s identity and access management solutions and offer
clients the best response to their challenges.
“Our partners are a strategic priority for us: they have a crucial role in guaranteeing the quality of the
services offered around our solutions. This partnership with Formind shows the trust we have in them and
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our desire to collaborate with them both technically and commercially. We share the same ambitions:
guaranteeing clients the highest level of expertise and quality of services on our IAM platform.”
Severine Guinard – Channel Manager – Ilex International
“Formind is delighted to be joining the Ilex International partners programme and thus to be able to offer a
range of end-to-end services for projects.
It is vital to work collectively and to come together to showcase all our values to the various stakeholders”.
Philippe Schifano – Technical Director and Partner - Formind

Founded in 2010, Formind is a French market leader in cybersecurity consulting and integration, and
a fast-growing pure player.
Formind has over 150 employees and more than 200 clients spanning most business sectors. Initially
based in the Paris region, Formind has opened offices in Morocco, as well as in Rennes, Nantes, Lyon
and Toulouse.
PASSI-certified information system security auditors, we support our clients with all issues surrounding
the protection of their information assets and are there for them over the long haul, proactively
committed to finding the solutions they need.
https://www.formind.fr/fr/

Founded in 1989, Ilex International is the leading French vendor of identity and access management
(IAM) software.
A partner to many key accounts and mid-sized firms, Ilex International has a 70-strong team and has,
over more than 30 years, been able to develop in-depth and extensive expertise in information systems
security.
Ilex International supports its clients and prospects with their identity and access management (IAM)
strategies through a full platform and proven expertise.
https://www.ilex-international.com/en/
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